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Chapter 1 : Aliens () - Rotten Tomatoes
Whereas Alien was a space horror type film that was all about mood, tone, and atmosphere, and using the
claustrophobia of the ship to produce its scares, Aliens is a rip-roaring balls out action fest.

With interests in science, nature, and the paranormal, cryptid explores fringe topics from a unique and
sometimes controversial perspective. How will aliens invade Earth? Can we stop them if they try? If they did,
what could we do to stop them? A life form capable of traveling countless light-years to get to our planet
would be far superior to us and likely possess technology we can barely comprehend. In that case, we may
have a fighting chance. You can say a lot of negative things about us humans, but when it comes down to it we
are fairly stubborn and tenacious life forms. We fight tooth and nail with each other, so any invader coming
down to this planet with bad intentions certainly will not get a warm welcome. In fact, they will probably get a
left hook to the jaw. Or to the pincer. The possibility that aliens will invade the Earth someday is more real
than people may think. Of all the supernatural beings alleged to exist, alien life is the only one that is not only
plausible but likely. Our galaxy is estimated to hold some billion stars and billion planets. Surely some of
those planets support life, and some of that life is intelligent. Some of that life may even come here. What can
we do if they decide the Earth is theirs for the taking? Military Assault An invading force from another planet
may attempt to conquer the Earth with a military attack. All-Out Alien Attack Aliens may invade the Earth by
launching a military-style assault in an attempt to annihilate us. Who knows what tactics they may employ, but
taking out our communications satellites seems a logical first move. Then, they may deploy EMP weapons in
the atmosphere to disable our electronics systems. The third step might be a massive bombardment of the
planet by their warships in orbit around the Earth, with the purpose of destroying major cities and population
centers. Finally, ground forces and tactical aircraft will mop up any remaining humans that pose a threat. If
their technology is sufficient we may be helpless against such a military strike. However, there are two
possible scenarios where we might win out over a superior enemy. In the first, we have to hope they are
unable to do serious damage to our population centers and military capabilities with their initial cannonade. In
this case, some of the most powerful countries around the world such as the United States, Great Britain,
Russia, Australia, North Korea and China may be able to hold their own against alien ground assault troops.
The invaders may have better technology, but we are on our home turf and our military forces are very, very
good. In the second scenario, humanity is reduced to fighting a guerrilla war. Pockets of resistance around the
globe would continue to fight back and try to send the colonizing bullies back to their home planet. Would
alien invaders really travel such great distances just to try to take over the Earth? Source Biological Attack
Aliens may release a biological weapon causing a worldwide pandemic. Release of an Alien Pathogen If an
invading force wishes to take over the Earth they may be able to do it without ever firing a shot. They may be
able to engineer a pathogen and unleash it on our planet, making a deadly disease do their work for them. As
our population dwindles and our societies erode it may never occur to the last humans alive on Earth that we
have been the victims of an attack. Once we are gone, the invaders move in. Sounds grim, but surely
super-intelligent aliens would choose a method such as this over a military conflict. So what can we do? Our
only hope would be for our scientists and researchers to come up with a cure for whatever disease the aliens
concocted. In any event, cures and vaccinations would be our only chance at survival. Some sections of the
population may prove to be immune, and very remote human populations may be spared simply by lack of
contact with the outside world. So, humanity will go on, but with the way the world is linked together by air
travel today it is likely a successful biological attack would mean the loss of billions of lives. What are the
Chances of Intelligent Life in the Universe? Environmental Warfare Aliens could use technology to turn the
Earth against us. By manipulating natural forces such as weather patterns and plate tectonics other-worldly
intruders would be able to destroy huge numbers of us along with the infrastructure we depend on for survival.
Here is another scenario where we would likely have no idea that alien forces are at work. Asteroids would
batter the Earth. Massive tidal waves hundreds of feet tall would crush our coastal cities. Earthquakes would
crumble major population centers. Tornadoes would carve wide swaths across the landscape, demolishing
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everything in their paths. Hurricanes would wreak havoc along the coastlines. As lost lives pile up and the
cities crumble the remaining population would endure the constant burden of rebuilding roadways, restocking
food supplies, keeping the power grid operational and maintaining communication systems. After months or
years of a constant battle with the elements the remaining human population would be back to living
conditions something like those of the Stone Age. There would be no more advanced technology to rely on,
and no resources beyond what we could get from the natural world. So how would we prevent our extinction
in such a scenario? Aliens may be able to wipe out millions, even billions of us by controlling the weather, but
ultimately their plan must depend on the resulting chaos when our world is suddenly plunged back to a time
when there was no electricity, functional government or communication systems. While we may lose our
technology in the short term, and end up in a dark-age of sorts, certainly there would be those who remember
the science and technology that once made our species great. Once the invaders ceased their campaign of
destruction and began to colonize the Earth, the stage would be set for a human uprising and a retaking of the
planet. Population Takeover An alien invader may use threats to coerce world governments into turning their
people into forced labor. What if they need us? If their interest in the Earth is not for colonization but for
mining its resources it stands to reason they would need a labor force to do the work for them. With sufficient
technology a relatively small number of them might be able to take control of the Earth, but they would still
need us to do the dirty work. But how would aliens force nearly seven billion people to do their bidding?
Ruling out some mind-control method where we all suddenly line up and start packing water to be shipped to
Zeta Reticuli, one possible way would be through threats. Perhaps an invasion force would suddenly appear on
our doorstep and make it known that unless we provide them with what they want they are going to blow our
planet to smithereens. Debates would rage around the globe. Where did these guys come from? Are we willing
to part with our resources? Could we take them in a fight? After much debate, and with the total annihilation
of the human race a real possibility, Earth leaders might agree and set up a system for collecting the water and
sending it to the aliens. The demands for resources and the threats would escalate until we did little more than
eat, sleep and gather resources. We would be, effectively, enslaved by an alien invader. The way to defeat
such an oppressor is the same as it has always been: Brave people must stand up and fight back, refuse, resist.
Our Earth is packed with natural resources an alien invader would covet. Source Genetic Manipulation Aliens
might bring about the extinction of humanity by altering our genes. The Gradual Degradation of Our
Population Aliens who are intent on invading the Earth may choose to alter our genes as an easy way to wipe
us out. For decades believers have said UFOs have been abducting people and conducting experiments. What
if the intent is to weaken our species by altering our genetics so we are more susceptible to disease, or so that
all humans are eventually sterile? Slight differences in our genes determine our individuality as humans, and
the traits we will pass on to our offspring. Because of their genetic traits, some people are more likely to get
cancer, less likely to have kids, or more likely to play professional basketball straight out of high school,
among millions of other possibilities. What if aliens found a way to ramp up all the bad things we could pass
down to our offspring? If they let it play out, eventually they could eliminate the entire human population
simply by altering our genes. With nearly seven billion people on our little world the invaders would have
their work cut out for them. They would only need to tip the population trend in the other direction. Year after
year of declining births and increased deaths would eventually take their toll. The good news in this scenario
is that now-living humans would not have to battle alien troops, endure a pandemic, survive endless natural
disasters or go to work mining resources for oppressors. The bad news is, eventually humans will become
extinct. So, how could the human race survive? Presumably, once a decline in the population was detected on
a serious level our scientists would set out to discover the cause. Perhaps our understanding of genetics is
already sufficient to create our own program to reverse the trends. Or, new programs could be implemented so
that the healthiest humans could pass on their genes. Engineering human genetics is always a controversial
subject, but in the face of extinction it may be a necessity. Hope for Humanity Against an Alien Oppressor
These are just five of the possible scenarios of how aliens will wipe out humans and invade the Earth.
Certainly there are many more, some more hopeless than the ones in this article. Would humanity survive any
of these events? Humans are aggressive, belligerent, stubborn and selfish. These are the traits that have led to
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all the wars ever fought, all the atrocities ever committed and all the conflict that exists in the world today.
They are also the qualities that might make any alien invader wish they had stayed home. In addition to the
negative aspects of our humble race, there are many good things about us as well.
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Chapter 2 : Chip 'n Dale Rescue Rangers | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Dirty Rotten Aliens By Mike Resnick - FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards, publishing history,
genres, and time period.

Back in the day we fantasized about slipping the evil-doer a laxative, though we never actually followed
through. Those were mellow days. Bad things happen, you feel powerless to prevent them and you are unable
to soothe your tormented psyche afterward. Visions of the wrong done against you play into your fantasies and
your dreams. Tortured dreams are something that alien abductees know a lot about. Night terror as a result of
alien abduction leaves you lying in bed, flipping and flopping all night long, unable to sleep. The fear creeps
into your life from every crack, especially if the crack is near a door or window. Who would you tell? What
would you tell them? Pills have no power to prevent aliens from coming to pay you a visit anyway, so you
learn to live with the fear of alien abduction. Full of envy, you watch your beloved dogs as they sleep,
twitching their feet and yipping in their dreams. The dogs wake up with clear, happy eyes that welcome a new
day. If the aliens abduct a no good low-life, they might get the notion that all of humanity is just plain rotten.
What if the alien grays decided that we were a bunch of lying, thieving, murdering, conniving, cheating
stinkers who spent our lives sticking it to the other guy? Would you respect them? Would you put them up in a
five-star hotel with candy on the pillow? Or would you throw them down the rankest hole that you could find?
Trust me, they can read your mind and see every hidden corner therein. Someone with an ugly mind would
just sink us all. The alien visitors need to encounter the most honorable and honest folks that we have to offer.
If you believe in extraterrestrials, if you believe that UFOs are flying the starry night skies, if you believe that
space aliens have the ability to do pretty much anything they want to us, then you better start spreading the
message that humans should start behaving goodly. Whether you believe it or not, hopefully my true story will
open your mind to the reality that humans behaving badly could sink us all.
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Chapter 3 : Dirty Rotten Aliens by Mike Resnick - FictionDB
(Dirty Rotten Aliens) An anthology of stories edited by Mike Resnick Science fiction writers have a long and honored
history of borrowing and building upon each other's concepts.

The pint-sized detectives deal with crimes that are often "too small" for the police to handle, usually with other
animals as their clients. The gang frequently finds itself going up against two particular arch-villains:
Mafia-style tabby cat Fat Cat and mad scientist Norton Nimnul. They always think of everyone and whenever
someone is in trouble, they are on the case, the gang have hearts of gold and always help others in need and
they would never steal anything. Setting The series primarily takes place in a city which is presumably New
York City due to the presence of the Chrysler Building in " The Carpetsnaggers " and the Twin Towers in "
Robocat " and the Rescue Rangers themselves reside inside of a tree located in a large park in the middle of
the city. However, many episodes also take the Rescue Rangers to many different and exotic parts of the world
and occasionally to outer space. Unlike the other cartoons that aired during the Disney Afternoon , the world
of the Rescue Rangers is mainly dominated by humans while animals are less anthropomorphic. Animals
within the world of Rescue Rangers normally cannot speak or be understood by humans and their behavior
and appearance tends to vary greatly, with some actually being somewhat anthropomorphic to the point where
they dress and act like humans while others are less intelligent or incapable of properly speaking to their
fellow animals and may even act like animals in the real world. Humans, however, can understand animals
under the right conditions, usually with the aid of magic or technology as shown by the likes of Winifred and
Professor Norton Nimnul. A few rare animals have been shown to be capable of actually speaking to humans
without any aid, as shown by Butch and Sewernose de Bergerac. Aliens, robots, and the undead have also
displayed the ability to understand and speak with animals. In the original idea, the show would center around
a team of animals, which included a chameleon, an earlier draft of Gadget, and Monterey Jack with a different
name. The main character, though, was an Indiana Jones type mouse named Kit Colby who sported a fedora
and a fluffy collared leather jacket. When he proposed the show in a meeting with Michael Eisner and Jeffrey
Katzenberg , the idea was well received except for the character of Kit Colby. While Chip and Dale were
established characters, to bring them into the series, only their general appearance and broad personality traits
were kept. The pair were given clothes -- Chip the clothing of the original concept Kit, while the goofier Dale,
incidentally modeled after Magnum, P. The series premiered in on the Disney Channel before moving into a
regular slot in weekday afternoon syndication in the fall. Characters The main characters of the series. Heroes
Chip is the Leader of the Rescue Rangers. Loosely modeled on Indiana Jones , Chip wears a fedora and a
bomber jacket and frequently uses rope to lasso or swing to other spots. Chip tends to be serious and with a
strong sense of responsibility, to the point that he is sometimes accused of not knowing how to have fun. He
can be domineering and often ends up in squabbles with Dale over his more laid back manner. At times,
though, he also lets himself go and joins Dale in some frivolity. Voiced by Tress MacNeille. Though dedicated
to the job, he is a fun-loving, mischievous prankster who is sometimes irresponsible and forgets to think
before he acts. He spends his free time reading comic books and playing video games. He frequently finds
himself being knocked on the head by Chip when he says or does something foolish. Voiced by Corey Burton.
Monterey Jack is a fat rat with a red mustache that wears a light brownish coat. His favorite food is cheese, so
he is named after a type of cheese. Gadget Hackwrench is a female mouse that has blonde hair and can create
and invent things. She is voiced by Tress MacNeille. Zipper is a little blue-green fly who wears a red sweater.
He is very close to Monterey Jack. He was introduced as the pet of the nefarious underworld crime lord,
Aldrin Klordane. He is voiced by Jim Cummings. Wart , a lizard who dresses in a gangster-style suit and hat
similar to his boss. Voiced by Jim Cummings. Mole , a slow-witted but cheerful, this overweight mole wears
an undersized red t-shirt and a yellow hat. When plans go wrong, Mole usually is the one who Fat Cat chooses
to use as a punching bag. In these instances, Fat Cat is harshly critical of Mole in fact he just might be the
most criticized member of the gang. Mepps , a thin alley cat with brown and creme colored fur and dressed in
a ratty blue vest and toboggan who speaks with a whiny voice. Whether or not, these adventures involve Fat
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Cat and the rest of the gang is unknown. Voiced by Peter Cullen. Snout , a rat who wears a short-sleeved red
turtleneck with a black vest and a dark blue hat that covers his eyes. He is usually only seen briefly. It is
possible the Snout joined the gang after the rangers formed and initially defeated Fat Cat because unlike Mole
and Mepps who appear in 16 episodes and Wart who appears in 15, Snout only appears in 7. Professor Norton
Nimnul , a mad scientist who once worked for Aldrin Klordane. Though Nimnul is an intelligent and creative
scientist, his plans often lack any trace of logic and tend to be extremely convoluted. The Siamese Twin Gang,
two Siamese cats that own a laundromat and an illegal underground casino. Though not major villains, these
two characters have been considered as Asian Stereotypes due to the fact that they own a laundromat and
speak in fractured English. They bear a resemblance to Si and Am from Lady and the Tramp. Both of the cats
are voiced by Tress MacNeille.
Chapter 4 : Dirty Rotten Aliens : Clive Jackson :
With Gene Siskel, Roger Ebert. Siskel and Ebert review Dirty Rotten Scoundrels (), Tequila Sunrise (), _Twins (/I)_ and
My Stepmother Is an Alien () and recommend Stay Hungry () and Wise Guys () on video.

Chapter 5 : Sic the Space Aliens On Your Enemies | Allie Mars
Dirty Rotten Aliens by Clive Jackson, , available at Book Depository with free delivery worldwide.

Chapter 6 : Browse - The 80s Movies Rewind
"''~"^^Dirty Rotten Scoundrels ' () ~~Â»* ~:W.A.T.C.H. in.H.D.:Â»Â»[ calendrierdelascience.com ]Â«Â«:~++~ Subscribe
on #Youtube::~Dirty Rotten Scoundrels.

Chapter 7 : The Arrival () - Rotten Tomatoes
Shocking encounter with a horny female Bigfoot caught on video. SHOCKING BIGFOOT ENCOUNTERS CAUGHT ON
VIDEO. For more COMEDY BIGFOOT VIDEOS checkout my PLA.

Chapter 8 : The Proposal Watch Online Free - GoMovies
If dirty rotten aliens are anything like dirty rotten humans, they'd probably throw a little manipulation in there with the
threats. Give us a thousand tons of water and we'll spare your planet, they might say.

Chapter 9 : Gossip Girl | Netflix
The aliens are here to "terraform" Earth and prepare it for the arrival of the rest of their race, who will die unless they
leave their homeworld and colonize elsewhere. Only Ziminski can stop them.
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